Let G be a Lie group, and let a be an involutive automorphism on G. Then we establish a correspondence between unitary representations of G and unitary representations of a simply connected Lie group G* dual to G , where the duality is defined by the given involution a . The correspondence is obtained from a geometric assumption that was considered earlier in connection with reflection positivity. As a consequence of this construction, we obtain unitary representations of universal covering groups.
Introduction
The notion of representing Lie subsemigroups by contraction operators in Hilbert space arose first in relativistic quantum field theory as a tool in the geometric construction of strongly continuous unitary representations of the universal covering group G* for the Minkowkian conformai group SO(4, 2)/12 , [LM] . The first instance of this construction was to represent a certain subsemigroup T of the Euclidean conformai group SnO(5, 1), by contractions TA, A £ T, acting on a given Hilbert space %?. Lusher and Mack [LM] showed (by analytic continuation of the group parameters) that the operators TA , A £ T, give rise to a strongly continuous, unitary representation of the simply connected Lie group G* on the space %f, thus providing a noncommutative generalization of the Hille-Yosida theorem for Lie subsemigroups.
The mathematical problem that was left open was stated in the general context of virtual representations, [FOS, Se] or local representations of symmetric spaces [Jl, J2] . These representations were studied in particular cases, first by Klein and Landau [KL] , and independently also by Fröhlich, Osterwalder, and Seiler [FOS] . The framework given in the earlier papers was a symmetric space (G, K, o), a simply connected Lie group G* dual to G under the Weyl unitary trick, a Hilbert space ß?, and a local homomorphism p from a neighborhood of the identity of G into densely defined operators in %f. Then it was shown [FOS] (for a very special class of symmetric spaces and under a restrictive spectral assumption), that the given local representation p implements a unitary representation of the group G* on the same Hilbert space Mf. The problem has been solved in its full generality by Jorgensen [Jl, J2] where the above-mentioned restrictive assumptions are entirely removed.
In this paper we give a geometric construction of local representations of a given symmetric space. One of our basic assumptions relies on reflection positivity (alias reflection positivity systems). This concept is taken from quantum field theory, and it was introduced by Osterwalder and Schrader [OS] in a construction of a geometric correspondence between the Euclidean axioms and the relativistic axioms.
In the general context of group representations, reflection positivity allows one to obtain contractive representations from unitary representations [LM, S] . We have adapted this viewpoint in order to produce local representations of general symmetric spaces iG, K, o) from given unitary representations of the group G.
We first suppose that, given at the outset, there is a Lie group G together with an involutory automorphism o . Let ((?, K, o) be a corresponding symmetric space with a choice of subgroup K, see [H] . Let t be a unitary representation of G, which is induced from a given representation L of some closed subgroup H of G. Let ßifLiG) be the Hilbert space for the action t . We assume further that the Hilbert space %fLiG) comes equipped with a reflection positivity system (a notion, which is introduced in §2). For such a representation t we show, under mild assumptions, that we can associate a local representation p of iG, K, a) on some new Hilbert space ß% obtained by a quotient construction in a subspace of %?L{G). We then make an analytic continuation of p to obtain a new unitary representation n of a Lie group G*, which is dual to G (where the duality is defined from the given involution a). Moreover, the Hilbert space of the unitary representation ^ of G* is ^o . A special case of this construction yields a family of unitary representations studied in earlier papers on quantum field theory, see e.g. [Se] .
Our results generalize the main theorems of [FOS] and [S] respectively, by allowing us to obtain and identify local representations that can be analytically continued to unitary representations of the group G*. Moreover, this method applies to a wide range of symmetric spaces and unitary representations t . We also note that the example given by the above authors fall into the general setting dictated by § §3, 4.
The paper is organized as follows: In §2 we introduce the basic ingredients. We also present the definition of local representations for symmetric spaces. In §3 we give the hypotheses that are necessary to produce local representations. The main theorems are in §4. We assume, without mention, that all the group representations are strongly continuous.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. A reflection positivity system consists of a triple iß?, P, 8) where %? is a Hilbert space, P is an orthogonal projection on %?, and 6 is an involution such that (2.1) P6P>0.
For vectors /, h £ Ran P, define
where the right-hand side is the given inner product of M?. It follows that (2.2) is a semi-inner product on the range of P. Let N be the null space of ( , )e . We define %o to be the Hilbert space that is obtained by completing the quotient Ran P/N with respect to the norm induced by ( , )q . We use the same symbol to denote the scalar product induced by ( , )$ on %o ■ Let <p be the canonical map from Ran P onto %o • Since B > 0 on Ran P, the restriction 6 \ RanP is a self adjoint operator. It follows from Cauchy Schwarz that
for all /eRanP.
2.2. A symmetric space is defined to be a triple (G, K, a), where G is a Lie group, K is a closed subgroup, and o is an involutive automorphism of G with K as fixed point subgroup. Let g be the Lie algebra of G, and let g = í e m be the corresponding decomposition of g, as real vector space, into eigenspaces for the differential of a , where t corresponds to the Lie algebra of the subgroup K. The dual symmetric Lie algebra is defined by g* = t © im, and g* is again a real Lie algebra. We define G* to be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g*.
2.3. Let (G, K,a) be a symmetric space. Then a local representation of (G, K, a) is defined to be a system (%?, 3, U, p), where %? is a Hilbert space, 3 is a dense linear subspace of %f, and p is a local homomorphism from the neighborhood U of the identity in G to unbounded operator on <%*, such that: (L.l) The restriction of p\khu is defined for all k in K, and extends to strongly continuous unitary representation of AT on %?.
(L.2) For all g in If, the space 3 is contained in the domain Dipg) of
Pg-(L.3) Given gx,g2, the product gxg2 in U, and / in 3, the vector pg2(f) is assumed to belong to D(pgA and PgfPg2(f)) = Pgig2(f)-(L.4) For all y £ m and t £ R, t in a small neighborhood centered at 0 such that exp(iy) e U, the operators Pexpfry) are assumed hermitian, defined on 3 , and satisfying limpexp(iy)(/) = / for all f £3 , y £m.
(L.5) For all y £ m, f £ 3, the function k -» pexp(A<it(>-))(/) is locally integrable on the following subset of K {k £ K: exp(Adk(y)) £ U}.
Remark 2.1. An earlier definition given by [FOS] assumes that the subset mu of m, defined by /n.v = {y £ m: exp(y) £ U), is star shaped. We note that this assumption can be removed from the hypothesis. This follows from the fact that for arbitrary y £ m , there is ty > 0 such that exp(îy) G U for all \t\ < ty . Thus Pexp(i>>) is well defined for all t, \t\<ty, and (L.4) is still satisfied. Let P be the orthogonal projection of £7L(G) onto RanP = clo{/: supp/ c C+} . Then it is assumed that ßfL(G) carries an inner product such that the triple (£?L(G), P ,6) is a reflection positivity system and such that t is a unitary representation of G on £7L(G).
Remarks 3.1. We note that requirement (A3) forces us to consider some inner product on ß?L(G) that might be different from the original scalar product obtained by the induction machinery.
3.2. Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that the neighborhood U, satisfying (Al), is chosen symmetric. We further note that U could be chosen to be invariant under the involutive automorphism o of the group G. If not, we could work with a smaller neighborhood If', given by If' = U C\o(U). Henceforth, we assume that the neighborhood U is o -invariant and symmetric.
Main results
Throughout this section all the symmetric spaces and representations are assumed to satisfy the properties from §3.
The following elementary lemma is useful in the proof of our main result. We show that the axioms (A1)-(A3) imply the defining properties (L1)-(L5) of a local representation. During the course of the proof we obtain a Hilbert space %?o from reflection positivity in ßfL(G), a dense linear subspace 3 , and a local homomorphism p, defined on the neighborhood U (specified in (Al)), such that the quadruple (%f ,3, U, p) is a local representation of (G, K, o). It follows from (A3) that ( , )9 isa semi-inner product on A?(C+). Let N be the null space of ( , }e . We define Jo to be the Hilbert space that is obtained by completing A?(C+)/N with respect to the norm induced by ( , ). Let <p be the canonical map from M7(C+) into %o » and let ( , )e be the scalar product of Jo inherited from ( , )e ■
Step 2. The dense linear subspace 3. We show that 3 := tf>(5^(V)) is a dense subspace of Jo • Recall that cr(exp(y)) = exp(-y) for every y £ m; this fact, together with Lemma (4.1), imply 
Because rexp(V) is strongly continuous, we have the estimate
It follows that (St(f) -f, S,(f) -f)e tends to 0 as t -» 0+ .
The homomorphism property of xexp(ty) implies that if t, t' are given positive, then (4.7)
StSt, = St+t..
We are now ready to construct a strongly continuous semigroup (T,)t>o on 9(S"(C+)). For / g ^(C+), define
Let / G S^iCf). Then applying (A3)(ii), we get the existence of some tf > 0 such that exp(iy)supp/ c V for all t>tf.
Thus if t > tf, then suppS,if) c V. Hence T,(<»(/)) G 3 for all t > tf.
Therefore, by applying the results given in [P2] , 3 is dense in Jg .
Step 3. The local homomorphism. Let /, h be in 5*iV). Then (4.1) implies that (4.9) (xg(f),h)e = (f,xa(g-x)(h))e for all g £lf. For arbitrary / e S"(C+) and t > 0, we have (4.14) 0<</,S2í(/))e< H/H2, where the right-hand side is the norm of ßfL(G). Moreover, for every positive integer n we have (Stif), St{f))e < (f, f)l/2(f, S4tif))l/2 <■■■ (4.15) <(f,f)Ymn(f,S2"+Hif))Tn <(/,/>¿-1/2n||/ll1/2""1.
Then taking the limit as n -> +00 , we get (4.16) (S,if) ,Stif))e<(f,fi)g.
Hence for f £^(C+) and t > 0, we get \\Ttiç>if))h<\\ç>if)\\e, which by the spectral theorem, implies that the selfadjoint infinitesimal generator of Tt, t > 0 is positive.
4.6. In order to remove the invariance condition imposed on the neighborhood U (given by Corollary 4.4), we assume extra hypothesis on the representation t . These assumptions are similar to those stated in [Jl] . We suppose that the axioms (A1)-(A3) hold for the representation x. Then we add the following:
(A4) dx(y)if) £<9>iV), for all / G S"iV), y G m .
(A5) For each / G ^(V), there is a neighborhood Vf of the identity in K such that (i) UVfCU2 and (ii) T*(f)G^(F),forall k£Vf.
The following version of Corollary 4.4 is obtained.
Theorem 4.7. Let (G, K, a) be a symmetric space such that (A1)-(A5) hold. Then the unitary representation x of G induces a local representation p of iG, K, 0). Moreover, p can be analytically continued to a unitary representation of the simply connected Lie group G*. Proof. Since (A1)-(A3) hold, it follows from Theorem 4.2, that there is a local representation (Jo, 3, U, p) of (G, K, er) associated to the given representation t . We show that (A4), (A5) above imply that p satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, cf. [Jl] . Notice that (4.17) ddxiy) = -dxiy)8
for all y £ m . Also we assumed dx(y)(S"(V))C^(V), y£m.
Then from the unitarity of the operators xg, g g G, we have for arbitrary /, h in <9*(V), y £*i, that (4.18) (dx(y)f,h)e = (f,dx(y)h)e.
It follows that the null space of ( , )g intersection with S?(V) is invariant under dx(y) for all y G m. So we may define, on the domain 3 = tp(5^(V)), the operators (4.19) dpiy)i(pif)):=tpidxiy)f), y£m.
Moreover dp(y)(3) c.3 for all y G m . Now let / G S^iy). Then there is a neighborhood Vf of e £ K which satisfy (A5). Let tp(f) £ 3. Then define W9¡f\ := Vf. Hence W^ verifies (LR5) of [Jl] . An application of the theorem in [Jl] then concludes with the proof.
